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SUMMARY 
 
In Romanian agriculture, all lots and fields are oriented with the longer dimension 
parallel to contour lines in order to prevent soil erosion and increase eficiency of mecanized 
operations. 
On the arranged surface with a 370 m altitude and a medium slope of 9% draining works 
wese perfomed, in the interferential zone of the surface subdued to sliding as well as works to 
get a compensation slope on the neigh bousing ravena. 
The steps that must be performed to plot a field into two or several equal parts are: 
- land survey of the field and the execution of  necessary measurments; after the 
realisation of the status plan where are marked the coordinates of the bordline definitions 
points; 
-the projection of ploted field and the analitical computation of the surface and 
geometrical elements who define the projected plots, with the relative verifications; 
- the transposition of ploted land in the field and the concretization of the points who 
define the contour of plots sides. 
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